ABSTRACT Objectives: To identify reasons for prostate cancer stage being recorded as 'unknown' in Australia's largest population-based cancer registry.
INTRODUCTION
Data on cancer stage at diagnosis as recorded in population-based cancer registries is an important factor in population-wide cancer monitoring. It is a powerful predictor of survival 1 and is important for estimating health service demands, 2 and for evaluating the effectiveness of cancer screening programmes and other early detection initiatives. 3 For prostate cancer, registry-recorded stage information is particularly important in the evaluation of the potential effects of overdiagnosis due to prostate-specific antigen (PSA) testing and, conversely, the benefits associated with a reduction in cases presenting with later stage disease. 4 Unfortunately, however, a high proportion of 'unknown' stage cases significantly reduces the ability to statistically control for the effect of disease stage on patient outcomes, 5 limits interpretation of the appropriateness of prostate cancer care based on disease stage and can cause potential bias if cases with 'unknown' stage are excluded from analyses. 4 The New South Wales Cancer Registry (NSWCR) is the only Australian populationbased cancer registry that has routinely collected summary stage at diagnosis, doing so since its inception in 1972. The proportion
Strengths and limitations of this study
▪ The first systematic examination of hospital inpatient cancer services and 'unknown' stage at diagnosis using population-based linked records from routinely collected administrative data sets. ▪ There are numerous advantages to using administrative data, and record linkage between data sets can add further value to these resources, with their population coverage ensuring that the results are representative. ▪ The Admitted Patient Data Collection captured 90% or more of all radical prostatectomies, only systematically missing a small number of patients treated interstate. ▪ Our study was restricted to patients with prostate cancer recorded in the NSW Cancer Registry, so findings might not be generalisable to other population-based cancer registries, nor will they be representative of other cancer types.
of prostate cancer cases with 'unknown' stage in the NSWCR (41% in 1999-2007) has been reported to be much higher than in similar registries in the USA, Germany, Switzerland and Norway. 4 Investigations focusing on why 'unknown' stage is recorded in the cancer registry will provide a better understanding of the direction of bias in epidemiological studies that use these stage data and may also inform strategies for data quality assurance.
There are a number of possible reasons why a prostate cancer case may be registered as being of 'unknown' stage, including patients not being healthy enough or deciding not to undergo the medical workup required to determine stage, 3 4 6-8 that there is a determination that staging is not necessary for decisions about treatment to be made, 8 that economic or social barriers, or a lack of access to comprehensive health services that have the capacity to complete all necessary staging investigations means cases are not fully staged, 3 6 8 or that stage is known to the treating clinician, but is not recorded in the hospital medical records. 9 It is also likely that restrictions in defining a valid data source for cancer registry staging can affect the completeness of stage data. 4 6 There is currently no published research that has systematically examined the reasons why 'unknown' stage at diagnosis is recorded by Australian registries.
By linking administrative data sets for a cohort of prostate cancer cases recorded in the NSWCR, the aim of this descriptive study of the patterns of inpatient hospital cancer services was to identify possible reasons for 'unknown' stage being recorded.
METHODS

Data sources
Cancer registry data Data for all men with a first diagnosis of prostate cancer in New South Wales, Australia in 2001-2009 (the most recent year for which cancer registry data were available) were identified and extracted from the NSWCR using the International Classification of Diseases for Oncology 3rd Edition (ICD-O-3) topography code of C61. 10 It is a mandatory requirement that all cancers diagnosed in NSW, except for non-melanoma skin cancers, are notified to the NSWCR by institutions, including public and private hospitals, public multipurpose health services, radiation oncology departments, cancer care centres, private day procedure centres, residential aged care facilities and pathology laboratories. 11 However, mandatory notifiers do not include the private consulting rooms of individual general practitioners or specialists (including urologists). Month and year of diagnosis were available for analysis. After excluding 430 cases who were notified postmortem, or through death certificate only, 398 cases who were diagnosed and died in the same month, and four cases who were aged 100 years or older at diagnosis, 12 a total of 50 597 prostate cancer cases remained for analysis (see online supplementary resource 1).
Hospital data
The NSW Admitted Patient Data Collection (APDC) contains information on all inpatient separations (discharges, transfers and deaths) from all public, private and repatriation hospitals, and private day facilities in NSW. This information is recorded as 'episodes of care' and includes disease diagnosis codes and procedure codes. 13 In this study, the APDC data from 2000 to 2010 were linked to the NSWCR records to identify prostate cancer-specific procedures and prostate cancer diagnoses within each episode of care.
Record linkage
Record linkage between NSWCR and APDC records was undertaken by the Centre for Health Record Linkage (CHeReL) using probabilistic linkage and best practice privacy-preserving protocols. Each person in the NSWCR and APDC was assigned a unique project person number to allow matching of individuals across the two data sets. All uncertain matches were reviewed clerically, together with a sample of 'certain' matches and non-matches, with an estimated 0.4% false-positive and <0.5% false-negative linkages.
14 All patients in this study had a minimum of 12 months follow-up in the hospital episode records after their date of diagnosis as recorded by the NSWCR.
Outcome variables
The outcome of interest was stage of disease at diagnosis (referred to as degree of spread at diagnosis in the NSWCR 15 ), reflecting the highest degree of spread reported within 4 months of diagnosis as ascertained from mandatory notifications from private and public hospitals, pathology laboratories, and inpatient and outpatient treatment facilities. 11 Stage recorded in the NSWCR uses a modified classification by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) 16 similar to that used by SEER, 17 with the stage categories of localised (cancer contained entirely in the prostate gland), regional (cancer extended into tissues surrounding the prostate or to regional lymph nodes), distant (cancer extended beyond regional lymph nodes, to bones or to other distant sites) and 'unknown' (where information in the notifications was insufficient for the cancer registry to assign stage). For some analyses, stage at diagnosis was further grouped into a dichotomous variable, indicating 'unknown' or known stage.
We also investigated survival outcomes by stage at diagnosis and the cancer-related procedures received. Survival status and cause of death were obtained from the NSWCR. People with cancer were matched against death records from the State Registry of Births, Deaths, and Marriages and the National Death Index. All eligible cases were followed up to the end of 2008, the most recent year for which death data were available. The survival time was calculated from the date of prostate cancer diagnosis to the date of death from prostate cancer. Those who did not die from prostate cancer were censored at the date of death from other causes or at 31 December 2008 if they were still alive. As survival status was not available after 2008, cases diagnosed in 2009 were excluded from the survival analysis.
Hospital health service characteristics Hospital-reported prostate cancer diagnosis According to the NSW Health Policy Directive, the NSWCR must be notified if a patient presents for a consultation or treatment at any notifying facility in NSW and has a diagnosis of cancer, where the cancer is the principal or an additional diagnosis for the prostate cancer-related episode of care. 11 Those cases with a hospital-reported prostate cancer diagnosis, regardless of the care received, should have generated an electronic or paper hospital notification, in a uniform format with specific fields for degree of cancer spread. Therefore, in this study, hospital-reported prostate cancer diagnosis in the APDC was used as a flag that a hospital notification should have been sent to the NSWCR. Hospital notification is considered to be a significant source of stage information, as it should contain this information collected from any of the several different prostate cancer procedures, as well as any clinical stage information collected from urologists' referrals. Up to 55 diagnosis codes using the International Classification of Diseases 10th revision Australian Modification (ICD-10-AM) 18 recorded in each episode of care were scanned for a diagnosis of prostate cancer (C61). In this study, the median number of diagnosis codes recorded at each episode of care was 5 (range 0-44).
Hospital prostate cancer procedures
As a single patient could have multiple episodes of care and multiple procedures recorded in the APDC, we developed a hierarchical classification system (see online supplementary resource 2) to identify the key hospital cancer care activity for prostate cancer treatment experienced. This hierarchical classification system is based on the likelihood that the procedure will provide stage information that could contribute to staging in the cancer registry, 11 as well as taking into account general clinical practice for prostate cancer diagnosis and initial treatment, and acknowledging that not all stage information is notifiable to the NSWCR (figure 1). All relevant procedure codes in the Medicare Benefits Schedule-Extended classification of the ICD-10-AM 18 for prostate cancerrelated treatment and procedures were identified and categorised into groups: radical prostatectomy (RP), imaging (includes bone scans, abdominal/pelvic MRI and CT), other prostate cancer treatment (includes external beam radiotherapy, brachytherapy and bilateral orchiectomy), other prostate surgery (includes other prostatectomy, cryoablation of the prostate and endoscopic destruction of a lesion of the prostate). 19 Transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP) postdiagnosis, TURP for benign prostatic hyperplasia before prostate cancer diagnosis and prostatic biopsy do not provide any definitive stage information (see online supplementary resource 2). Up to 51 procedure codes could be recorded for each episode of care. The median number of procedure codes recorded at each episode of care was 5 (range 0-50).
For cases with multiple procedures at the same level in the hierarchy, the hospital type and day stay status of the earliest episode of care was selected for analysis. The time interval in months from the month of prostate cancer diagnosis recorded in the NSWCR to the month of the selected procedure or hospital-reported prostate cancer diagnosis in the APDC was used as a proxy for time to cancer notification to the NSWCR. For some analyses, the procedures were further grouped into mutually exclusive categories (RP, procedures other than RP, no procedure) or five categories (multiple procedures with imaging, imaging only, TURP only, biopsy only, others) based on the nature of the procedures in relation to providing stage information. For cases who had received prostate cancer procedures in hospital, the number of episodes of care with one or more cancerrelated procedures up to 4 months after initial diagnosis was categorised into three groups (1, 2 and 3+).
Hospital characteristics
Hospitals were grouped by hospital type (principal referral public, other public, major private, other private hospitals). Day stay status indicates whether or not for that episode of care the patient was admitted and separated from hospital on the same day. 13 In NSW the procedures for reporting to the NSWCR vary across different health service facilities. Public facilities submit notification forms electronically via the Health Information Exchange database, while private hospitals and procedure centres notify the cancer registry electronically via the Secure Notification Portal or by paper notification forms.
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Comorbidities Comorbidities were coded according to a slightly adapted version of the Charlson comorbidity index, 20 excluding prostate cancer and metastatic tumors. This index was derived from ICD-10-AM diagnostic codes as recorded in any hospital separation within 6 months prior to and 6 months after the prostate cancer diagnosis. For each individual in the linked data set a comorbidity score was calculated by multiplying estimated condition weights by comorbid indicators and summing over the 16 relevant conditions. 20 Patients' sociodemographic characteristics Previous work by the authors 4 suggested that certain sociodemographic characteristics-age at diagnosis, year of diagnosis, country of birth and socioeconomic status (SES) of place of residence at diagnosis-were associated with the likelihood of a patient with prostate cancer being recorded as 'unknown' stage at diagnosis, so we included these as study factors. Country of birth was categorised into Australia and other countries according to the English proficiency groups. 21 Country of birth was obtained from hospital notifications and, therefore, was unknown for those cases without a hospital notification. The Index of Relative Socioeconomic Disadvantage derived from the 2001 Australian census was used as an area-based summary measure of SES. 22 An additional area-based summary measure was geographic location of place of residence at diagnosis using the Australian Standard Geographic Classification Remoteness Structure, 23 which has been recognised as a nationally consistent measure of geographic remoteness based on the physical road distance to the nearest town or service centre. Recognising that patients can receive cancer care in neighbouring states in Australia and that there is an agreement between the cancer registries in different states to exchange cancer reporting information, a patient living close to an interstate border was flagged as potentially having treatment interstate. For some analyses, living near state borders was combined with the remoteness of location and grouped into five categories (major cities, inner regional areas near state borders, other inner regional, rural areas near state borders and other rural areas).
Statistical analysis
The analyses were divided into three parts: (a) descriptive data analysis to examine the distribution of cases with 'unknown' stage at diagnosis by hospital prostate cancer diagnosis and procedures, to identify possible explanations for 'unknown' stage in relation to prostate cancer care in hospitals; (b) for cases where no clear explanation was found in part (a), logistic regression was used to examine the associations between study factors and a case being recorded as 'unknown' stage in the NSWCR; (c) cancer specific survival by stage at diagnosis and types of cancer-related procedure using the Kaplan-Meier method. All analyses were performed using STATA (V. 
RESULTS
Of the 50 597 men registered in the NSWCR database with a first diagnosis of prostate cancer between 2001 and 2009, 96.5% were histopathologically confirmed. Half of these men had localised disease, 10.1% had regional or distant spread, and 39.9% had 'unknown' stage of disease (table 1). The median age at diagnosis was 68 years, with a younger median age for cases with localised (66 years) and regional spread (65 years) compared to those with distant (77 years) and 'unknown' stage (72 years). Two-thirds of patients were living in a major city at the time of diagnosis. There were 48 757 (96.4%) cases linked with at least one APDC episode up to the end of 2010, and 9.4% had a comorbidity score ≥1 recorded in the time period of 6 months prior to 6 months after the prostate cancer diagnosis (table 1) . Figure 2 shows the distribution of cases with 'unknown' stage at diagnosis by hospital-reported prostate cancer diagnosis and procedures. Of the total study cohort, 29.4% of cases (n=14 890) did not have a hospital-reported prostate cancer diagnosis, and the majority of these cases did not receive any cancer-related procedures. Of these 14 890 cases, 77.2% were recorded as 'unknown' stage at diagnosis, which accounted for 57.0% of the total number of cases with 'unknown' stage. Only 30 of these cases received RP within 4 months, and 10 of these 30 cases were recorded as 'unknown' stage.
Within 4 months of the initial diagnosis, 70.6% of the study cohort (n=35 707) had a hospital-reported prostate cancer diagnosis, and 24.3% of these cases were recorded as 'unknown' stage at diagnosis (figure 2). High concordance was found between cancer-related procedures and hospital-reported cancer diagnosis, with 97.3% of cases who received cancer-related procedures also having a hospital-reported prostate cancer diagnosis. In this group of cases, 13 177 received RP and 19 864 received a prostate procedure other than RP within 4 months after diagnosis, and a relatively small number of the patients received RP (n=951) and other procedures (n=192) after 4 months. Among men who received procedures within 4 months of diagnosis, the proportion with 'unknown' stage was the lowest for cases who had an RP (7.6%), and highest for the 19 864 cases with a prostate procedure other than RP (34.0%). The proportion of cases with a comorbidity score ≥1 was found to be lower, and median age at diagnosis was younger, for men who had an RP compared with men who had prostate procedures other than RP (figure 2 the survival outcome for 'unknown' stage was similar to that for regional stage. The 19 864 cases with a hospital-reported prostate cancer diagnosis and prostate procedures other than an RP within 4 months of diagnosis accounted for a large proportion of this study cohort. The most common procedures received included imaging (58.2%), biopsy (62.6%) and TURP before diagnosis (32.0%), and small proportions with other treatments, TURP post diagnosis and other surgery (see online supplementary resource 3). The procedures are not mutually exclusive and most of the patients who received imaging also received another procedure. About two-thirds of all procedures were performed in private facilities. Most TURP or other prostate surgical procedures had overnight episodes of care, while the majority of biopsy and imaging procedures were recorded as day-only admissions. Results from bivariable and multivariable logistic regression analysis for these cases are presented in online supplementary resource 4 and figure 4 . The odds of a case having 'unknown' stage were significantly higher for men who were older at diagnosis (adjusted OR (aOR) ranged from 1.12 to 1.30), or for cases from more socioeconomically disadvantaged areas compared with those from the least disadvantaged areas (aOR ranged from 1.13 to 1.20), or from inner regional areas not close to state borders compared with those who live in major cities (aOR=1.10, 95% CI 1.01 to 1.20) . Compared with cases who had undergone multiple procedures plus imaging, all other procedure groups were significantly more likely to be recorded as 'unknown' stage at diagnosis (eg, imaging only, TURP only or biopsy only, aOR ranged from 1.11 to 1.45). Having 'unknown' stage was also more common for cases who were admitted to private hospitals (aOR ranged from 1.25 to 2.13 compared with principal referral hospital) and those with day-only admission (aOR=1.23 compared with overnight admission, 95% CI 1.11 to 1.36). The proportion of cases with 'unknown' stage fell with the number of episodes of care recorded (aOR ranged from 0.54 to 0.79), and was lower for cases who lived in inner regional areas close to state borders than for those who lived in major cities (aOR: 0.82, 95% CI 0.71 to 0.96).
DISCUSSION
Our findings show that a considerable proportion of the 'unknown' stage prostate cancers arises because of a lack of definitive staging evidence or clinical stage made available to the NSWCR. This particularly occurs when this information has been collated by non-notifying facilities such as private consulting rooms (figure 1). Over half of the total cases with 'unknown' stage prostate cancer in our study did not have a hospital-reported prostate cancer diagnosis and did not receive a hospitalbased cancer-related procedure within 4 months after diagnosis. For patients who had a hospital-reported prostate cancer diagnosis within 4 months of the initial diagnosis, RP is the most important prostate cancer procedure for providing definitive stage information that allows the NSWCR to assign a stage. Prostate procedures other than RP provide only limited stage information and the NSWCR rarely assigns stage based on a pathology report from a biopsy or TURP. We found that patients with prostate cancer who had procedures other than RP were older and more commonly had comorbidities than patients who had an RP. These findings suggest that advancing age and the presence of comorbidities were associated with more conservative treatment with less complete diagnostic assessment, which is then associated with 'unknown' stage. 3 6 7 Among the group of patients who received prostate procedures other than RP and had a hospital-reported prostate cancer diagnosis within 4 months of the initial diagnosis, those who were older at diagnosis, lived in socioeconomically disadvantaged areas, had prostate procedures other than multiple procedures plus imaging, who were admitted to private hospitals, or who had a day-only admission were more likely to have 'unknown' stage recorded in the NSWCR.
The main strength of our study is that it is the first systematic examination of hospital inpatient cancer services and 'unknown' stage at diagnosis using population-based linked records from routinely collected administrative data sets. There are numerous advantages to using administrative data, and record linkage between data sets can add further value to these resources, with their population coverage ensuring that the results are representative. Our study was restricted to patients with prostate cancer recorded in the NSWCR, so findings might not be generalisable to other population-based cancer registries, nor will they be representative of other cancer types. Our study was limited to inpatient hospital services and does not capture all prostate cancer services. A previous study reported that the APDC captured 90% or more of all RPs, only missing a small number of patients treated interstate, but it underenumerated non-surgical treatment. 19 Comorbidities also tend to be underenumerated in the APDC. 24 25 To assign stage, the NSWCR requires a sufficient level of evidence, such as the degree of spread reported in hospital notification forms, or definitive stage information provided in a pathology report of an RP. If this evidence is not available, a patient's stage is recorded as 'unknown'.
12 This is an effective quality control measure, which aims to ensure that the assigned stage is based on the most complete information available. For a cancer such as prostate, however, where over 70% of patients may not receive surgical treatment, or 30% of patients may not receive active treatment within 4 months after diagnosis, the absence of clinical information appears to result in a relatively high proportion of cases being recorded as 'unknown' stage. We found that 95% of patients with prostate cancer with 'unknown' stage received no surgical treatment and that half of these patients received no other active treatment up to 4 months after diagnosis. The relatively good survival and low proportion of cases with comorbidities among this group of patients suggests that it is likely that they were primarily low-risk cases who were diagnosed by a core needle biopsy alone due to elevated PSA levels, and who did not receive any further staging assessment within 4 months of diagnosis, or some of these patients had a bone scan or imaging outside a hospital and then went onto watchful waiting or androgen deprivation therapy (figure 1). For these cases, the only notification to the NSWCR is likely to be the pathology report confirming the cancer diagnosis. The staging system used by the NSWCR does not allow for stage to be assigned from a needle biopsy alone, so low-risk patients diagnosed by a core needle biopsy alone due to elevated PSA, unlike that used in the USA SEER system (classified as T1c stage), 26 will be recorded as 'unknown' stage by the NSWCR. Unfortunately, the NSWCR could not adopt this staging system due to the absence of clinical information provided by the notifying institutions.
For patients who received a cancer-related procedure other than RP within 4 months of diagnosis, we found a higher proportion of cases with 'unknown' stage among patients admitted to private hospitals compared to patients treated in public hospitals, after adjusting for the cancer-related procedures received. This may be due to potential issues related to documentation in the cancer notification process, resulting in the available stage information not being received by the NSWCR. A large proportion of biopsy and imaging procedures were conducted during day-only admissions, but even after adjusting for the cancer-related procedures undertaken, patients with day-only admissions were still more likely to be recorded as having 'unknown' stage at diagnosis in the NSWCR than patients who were admitted overnight. It is possible that this is because the stage information was not available at the time of reporting for those day-only admissions.
We observed some differences in the proportions of cases with 'unknown' stage by place of residence. Cases living in more socioeconomically disadvantaged areas or inner regional areas away from state borders were more likely to be recorded as 'unknown' stage, even after accounting for hospital cancer services and other factors. This is possibly related to the differences between hospital services in different socioeconomic areas, although with the data available to us it is not possible to be sure of the reasons for these differences. We also found that after adjusting for other factors, patients who lived in inner regional areas near state borders were less likely to be recorded as 'unknown' stage than those living in major cities. This may be because these patients were treated at interstate health services, and there is a general agreement between the cancer registries in different states to exchange information for patients who seek treatment from the neighbouring state, but this hypothesis could not be confirmed based on the data available for this study.
Cancer stage as a prognostic indicator is essential for researchers using cancer registry data to study outcome disparities. Our previous research in this area, 4 and the results of this current study, suggest that because prostate cancer cases with 'unknown' stage consisted of either patients who did not receive definitive staging due to treatment decisions based on older age or the presence of comorbidities, or patients who had low-risk disease diagnosed by a core biopsy only, the 'true' stage of patients recorded as having 'unknown' stage is likely to be a mixture of stages. 4 The composition of this mixture of stages may vary by the type of cancer-related procedures received; however, the relatively good survival among this group of patients with 'unknown' stage suggests that the majority of these cases are likely to have early stage disease. Also, the USA SEER Cancer Statistics Review reported that in the period 2003-2009, 81% of all prostate cancer cases were diagnosed with localised stage. 27 As the patterns of PSA testing in Australia are similar to those in the USA, 28 we may expect a similar stage distribution among Australian patients with prostate cancer, which does suggest that the majority of those with 'unknown stage' stage are likely to have localised disease. Understanding the reasons why stage was 'unknown' to the cancer registry is an important step towards understanding the potential biases that may be caused by the incomplete stage information. For example, as the proportion of cases with 'unknown' stage is higher among cases living in more socioeconomically disadvantaged areas, when examining the socioeconomic disparities in patients' outcomes adjusting for incomplete stage data, the estimated differences may be biased. The direction of bias can be towards or away from the null, depending on the variation in the composition of this mixture of stages by SES for cases with 'unknown' stage recorded in the NSWCR. In addition, complete-case analysis as the default option in most statistical software can provide biased estimates and lead to a considerable loss in statistical power. Multiple imputation is a flexible statistical method for dealing with missing data, and has been increasingly used in epidemiological studies. 29 Further research focusing on the validity of using MI for 'unknown' stage and the true stage distribution for cases with 'unknown' stage is warranted.
IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
This study found that hospital cancer services are important determinants of the availability of cancer stage at diagnosis in the cancer registry for prostate cancer. Over half of 'unknown' stage prostate cancer cases do not have a hospital-reported prostate cancer diagnosis within the cancer registry's 4-month reporting window. Men living in more disadvantaged areas or those attending private facilities were more likely to be recorded as having 'unknown' stage, even after adjustment for other factors. The results reflect the nature of the investigative and follow-up pathways for prostate cancer, and reveal a problem for patients with prostate cancer who are managed outside notifying healthcare facilities by treating clinicians or by private facilities. We speculate that to reduce the variation in practice and reporting would improve the completeness of stage data in the NSWCR. The recent establishment of the NSW Prostate Clinical Cancer Registry which intends to collect grade, TNM stage and PSA levels directly from clinicians' notes may alleviate problems in the future when reporting prostate cancer stage information for the NSW population. If successful, this will allow much finer gradation of prognostic categorisation than is currently available in the NSWCR data. Nonetheless, the clinical registry will not revise clinical stage for cases diagnosed prior to 2015, so a clear understanding of 'unknown' stage disease as recorded in the NSWCR remains important. Furthermore, this study provided clues on the direction of the possible bias due to cases with 'unknown' stage in epidemiological studies using this important historical data to investigate survival outcomes. Further studies to explore the composition of 'unknown' stage and develop a valid method to manage this incomplete stage data are necessary and could help us to increase the usage of these valuable cancer registry data.
